Futanari Academy

Chapter 1 : Historical Explanation
In the year 2015 AD a third gender walks among the populace. A gender which was known in the early twenty first century as “futanari”. Futanari as some knew back then were females with male genitals, whether they had a penis or a penis with testicles. Some estimate that this odd condition bestowed upon the futa an abnormally enhanced sex drive. How little did we know back then that this same condition would pop up in birth rates at a drastic increase. These futanari or futa as they preferred to be called were literally outcasts in society. People either didn’t want to talk to them, or just wanted to screw their brains out.

The futa who didn’t care much about sex, decided to try and live life with a achingly hard penis that no kind of medication seemed to take care of. Others indulged in their fantasies and the birthrates after such events skyrocketed when the union was between futa and futa or futa and female. Finally the United Nations had decided to take an alternative approach to what some people had in mind. They constructed a massive underground and above ground complex where futa could live in peace without being distracted by fan boys and fan girls The facility was located right at the ocean, the location of course kept secret from prying eyes, and thus an underwater complex was constructed as well after some discussion.

The underground facility was a solid fifteen floors down, and the above ground facility was a solid 30 floors. The above water facility was a solid 15 floors and the underwater facility separated, but connected to the underground facility and the above water via transport submarines and elevators. The whole structure was constructed by an alien species who by 2010 had made friendly contact with the Earth. The aliens at the time understood where we were coming from at the time and wanted to help us. So, they agreed to construct the facility for us.

Upon completion, the futa were to sign an agreement that their privacy was no an issue at certain hours of the day. Meaning simply that the aliens upon construction of the facility had installed recording and transmition equipment into each of the rooms in the Academy. The pictures and film would be transmitted to the internet site “Futa Academy” for the viewers to pay for and look at. This kept the facilities running smoothly. Those who did not agree to this decided to migrate to the Valorians home world to start a new, peaceful life. Of course futa from the ages of under eighteen were safe because of the child protection systems built into the equipment. These systems were even hacker proof, and anyone caught running a Futa Academy site was sent to the Valorians for their experiments.

As futa moved into the facility, life was good and it allowed the Futa to live in a kind of city. They could trade goods, raise produce and cattle if need be. It even had a school on the second to sixth floor of the above ground facility. Floor one was for orientation and assignment. No one building was restricted to living quarters. There were living quarters all over the facilities so that its citizens would never get tiresome of the environment around them. They were even allowed to go outside for outdoor activities. The facilities even had other means of recreation. However, with a city full of sex-driven people only one activity could be seen constantly practiced for days on end.

When people weren’t doing recreational activities or screwing each others brains out, they were working normal jobs or going to school, all within the Futa Academy facility. Some wonder why Futa Academy was given as a name, I think it doesn’t matter much. In fact, futa scientists seem to pop up daily with new gene research experiments. This had led to the breeding of new futa creatures. Everything from futa equine girls to multi-dick and breasted futa.

Chapter 2 : Futa Academy Orientation

	At Futa Academy, on the second floor and right by the second floor cafeteria a session of some kind was being held. The teacher was 5’9’ with blonde hair with green eyes and a slim but athletic figure to boot. She had two pairs of 30mmm sized breasts with four nipples on each breast. Each nipple per breast was three inches apart from another. Bellow her torso and on her crotch, she supported a twenty four inch sized penis with a green metal ring that fit snugly around it that seemed to pulsate and hanging from her member was a pair of cantaloupe sized testacles. Her name was Katty Anne. Her penis was thick, veiny and very very hard.

	Katty walked around the room, looking at each of the students, and wrote in the pad of paper that she seemed to keep with her. Heading to her chair that was at center of the room. She began to sit down on it, as she sat down she painfully groaned as her testacles gently bounced for a second against the chair. Looking at the girl with orange hair and penises all over her body with a pair of breasts that weren’t quite as big as her own breasts. But they were practically a cup lower then her own. Hanging from the orange haired girls crotch was three pairs of penises, each a canines penis and very veiny and thick as the others. Everyone could see the knots petruding from the base of each and every swollen and veiny penis. Each penis was fourteen inches long and just as thick as Katty’s member which was three inches in diameter. A patch was seen on that girls left arm and on the patch it said “Suzie”.

	The other two that were left was a pair of twins that looked exactly the same to the letter. Neither was too big or too small to be differently apart. They both had navy blue hair with silvery eyes, their hair was short and their builds were averagely slim. They each had three milk-filled breasts that were the size of grapefruits. On each breast was a swollen, veiny and throbbing penis that could be said were standing for attention. On each crotch was seen an equines penis, exactly the same in size and shape. Each of them had an equines ears instead of human ears and a horses tail as well. Below their hanging, erect equines penises were a pair of coconut sized testacles. Their names were Tandy and Mandy.

	Katty spoke up clearly so they all could hear her speak.

Katty : “Hello everyone to the orientation class, I am first of all going to ask each one of you your names and what your condition is. Don’t worry about the pains you experience, its apart of futanari life and you soon will experience the joys of being here. Why don’t you tell us about yourself Suzie?”

	Suzie looked around, standing up gently as she spoke up, she was nervous at first but the pain she was experiencing right now was enough to get her going.

Suzie : “My name is Suzie and I hurt all over, I need to cum and the pain is simply unbearable. I‘ve got penises all over my body, fully FUNCTIONAL penises to boot. Yay me…”

	Katty wrote in her notepad again, and looked at the twins.

Katty : “Tandy, why don’t you go next. Then your sister can go after you.”

	The twins agreed after looking at each other, Tandy with both hands under her testicles swiftly but gently got up and spoke up. Her tail swishing, and her penises even more hard and swollen then before.

Tandy : “Hello, I’m Tandy and I have breasts that function both as penises and breasts. I also have a horses penis that is pretty big, and a testacle sac to match! I am proud of who I am, however it does get in the way sometimes. Especially when I need to sit, my testacles would hit against a chair and then I would be in pain for a few minutes or even hours depending on how hard the chair was and how hard the impact was. And even when my breast penises are swollen and aching, and need to be given a nice sucking, I feel like I‘m half of a unique person.”

	Katty smiled looking at her, stroking her own massive penis and positioning her mouth towards her penis and began to extend her tongue. Her tongue was quite long for a humans tongue, and she seemed to have great control over it. As her tong managed to reach her member. She looked around for a second and stopped, just as her tongue touched the head of her penis. Mandy then stood up, lifting her testicles while she stood up. Gently letting them go, she began to squeeze her equine penis as hard as she could while she began to introduce herself.

Mandy : “I’m Mandy, Tandy’s sister futa and I have the exact condition as her. We were born exactly identical, and even right down to the emotional level we are both the same. There is one difference, and that is I have a preference to squeezing my penis as hard as I can. The pain turns me on and also makes me cum when I experience enough pain to my penises and testicles. However I do like to keep my testicles in good shape so I can impregnate. It’s a hobby of mine, my current partner is having my tenth baby. I hope to have one of my own one day.”

	Yes, although they looked identical, identical they were not. Tandy was the innocent of the two and Mandy was the guilty of the two. One was suitable for good and the other was suitable for bad. This was in Katty’s notes so of course she knew that. She had heard of cases where futa liked their penises or genitals heavily abused because it gave them pleasure. Mandy sat down roughly, her cocks spewing semen all over her like a fountain. Tandy moved towards the direction of Katty and begun to stroke her teachers member as she began to suck on it. Her tongue was trying its best to get around the beefy rod, but only could manage so much. Like Mandy, Tandy had elastic muscle tissue in her mount and vaginal area. However, the second they were deep throating someone, the muscles in their mouths or vaginas would retract and tighten up on whatever they were sucking. It was like a mechanism to ensure they get the maximum out of what their sucking on.

	As if on cue, Tandy’s mouth tightened up around Katty’s penis. The pressure was driving Katty up a wall and much like a cat she began to meow. She by habit meows when she is involved in gratuitous sex. Taking one hand and gently squeezing the teachers penis as best she could, she began to massage the lengthy penis in front of her while sucking on it. Katty began to use her enormously long tongue and began to use it to lick and massage the equine member of Tandy.

Katty : “Oh my, yes. I‘m… I‘m… I….I‘m Cuming!”

	Katty exclaimed as she starting to cum on cue with Tandy. Tandy began to shower the two with semen while Katty began to fill Tandy’s stomach full of it. Tandy didn’t miss a drop either. Katty could feel milk filling her large breasts. Pointing to them, she squeezed a nipple and milk slowly began to trickle out of the nipple. Taking a cue, Tandy began to aim her equine pole into the nipple and began to penetrate the breast. On entry, Katty began to cum as Tandy began to nipple fuck the teacher. As she penetrated the teacher’s nipple further, she began to harden up again. She could feel her genitals swell up. With a hard squeeze to her testicles from behind. Someone began to penetrate her vaginal opening. Trying not to fall, and attempting to object she looked to see her sister trying to fuck her.

Tandy : “What are you doing? You know I haven’t been issued birth control medicine and you promised not to involve me in your impregnating projects!”

	With a harder squeeze to Tandy’s fleshy sac, Mandy tsked three times and looked at her.

Mandy : “You know I’ve wanted you as my baby’s mother. And your preoccupied right now! And I’m so hard from the pain I was just giving myself. But don’t worry, I’ll be gentle. Now, if you don’t want these brutally abused, I would let me impregnate you. I know if your anything like me… your one of the most fertile girls here.”

Tandy nodded slowly, lowering herself to be taken in by her sisters own massive cock. Feeling the member enter her vagina she tightened around it. The cock was so far into her, she could feel her sisters leathery sheath. The teacher looked at her, trying to object but currently unable to speak due to the circumstances at hand. Ignoring the teachers attempts for a plea, Mandy continued to fuck her sister brutally. Pulling out and slamming right back into her. Her testicles moving with her. Katty’s green cock ring began to pulsate faster as Mandy’s large sack began to rock back and forth with the motion of the trio.  With a large grunt, Mandy began to cum right into her sisters womb, laying her seed right into the fertile womb of her sister. Throughout this event, Suzie was trying to masturbate each of her penises so the tension wouldn’t be as painful to her. Was she wrong when she saw the final scene between the three. Her members, each of them became instantly erect and ready for anything. Katty relaxed, looking at Tandy’s belly. She gently rubbed it.

Katty : “Don’t worry Tandy, it happens at least one student in every orientation.”

Chapter 3 : Secrets revealed, students get new school equipment!

	Katty got up for a moment, heading towards one of the many leathery pillows that were lying about in the class room. This was the alternative to seating a lot of times, it was also much more comfortable to a big testacled futa then a hard plastic or metal chair. However, they had  a bit of the three in classroom. Katty at times when teaching preferred a pillow to sit on because she did NOT like reoccurring pain to her sensitive parts. After lifting her own testacles up rather swift and holding them with her hands she sat down on the pillow. Each pillow was like a large, non-beanie bean bag except with feathers inside. She proceeded to hold the ring with one hand while placing a finger on the ring and traced around it with that finger. The ring had stopped pulsating and came unlocked.

	Katty pointed at the two pieces of the ring and smiled.

Katty : “This is a cock ring, it is a piece of alien technology that eliminates the gravity problem that some of us may have from the ankles on up to our heads. They created these so futa like us won’t fall on the ground all the time and that we would have an easier way of moving our heavier parts with ease. These are waterproof and they are a synch to put on or take off. So basically, they will do everything from make walking normal without causing back problems and help you life those heavy parts up to wash underneath when your taking a bath or shower. It does not eliminate the pain though and you will flip around if you wear this if you do any kind of excessive movements. I will pass each of these to all of you. They are also adjustable based on your will, so you can expand the field to fill an entire room if you wanted to.”

	She reached for the metal box aside her aimed her flaccid penis to the locking mechanism and squeezed it gently. A drop of cum leaked out of her member and landed into the lock. Seconds passed as the lock opened up. Inside was a number of cock rings. Taking out three, she slid each ring to each student. She pointed to the lock and then to her big dick.

Katty : “These are cock locks, they accept DNA from semen samples. They are super secure and will only take fresh DNA. So leaving a sample of someone’s seed in the fridge for a few hours won’t work so easily. This is also how your lockers will be opened up and it only takes a drop of your own cum. Knowing some of you, that should be relatively simple.”

	The teacher closed the box, as each of the students picked up their respective rings and putting them on their crotch mounted cocks. The rings glowed green for a second and began to pulsate green. Katty reached for another box, but this time it was bigger. Afterwards she began pulling out a giant test tube shaped item. At the base of the opening it had a silvery lining with emeralds and rubies lining the silver. The test tube looked like it could fit around her own penis and very snugly at that.

Katty : “This is a suction tube, it is designed to once placed around your penis until its super snug and secure. You will know its secure if you are aching afterwards. It’s job is to act as a sex deterrent throughout the night if you want to go to sleep. The machine will suck on your cock until you have every last drop of seed out and then will interface with your nervous system painlessly and keep you soft until your awake. When you set this up for the first time, a jar will be assigned to you only and what enters this tube, enters that jar. You can inspect your semen whenever you wish.”

	Finally she took out what appears to be a breast pump of sorts, except it had several tubes and suction nozzles. She looked at Suzie who seemed a bit flustered, smiling gently.

Katty : “For those of you who are ‘multi-talented‘, you have a milking machine that can be equipped onto your breasts or even your penises. It has a total of thirty connection nozzles and tubes that is connected to the pump. These nozzles are designed to snugly fit around your penises without worries. The motor is so small and powerful that transmition of your fluids is a synch.”

	They picked up the rest of their goods and smiled. Suzie was specially excited, but not in her usual painful way. She decided to try out the milking machine right away. Katty helped her try it on, the machine had begun to make sucking sounds as white fluid began to leave each of her penises. Suzie could feel the pressure on her cocks, and she needed to get rid of the stress right now and she knew how too. Approaching the teacher, she knew the teacher was immobile at the moment. With her cock ring on, she kept the field just around her so Katty couldn’t get away.

	Ensuring her crotch penises were all three soft and flaccid, Suzie began grabbing the meaty cocks, she began to aim her three crotch hung penises into the vagina of her teacher. She bunched them up so she could enter with just enough ease to get things going for her. The teacher began to beg and plead with her.

Katty : “Stop this! I’m not on the pill, don’t!”

	Ignoring her pleas, Suzie continued to aim for Katty’s vagina and began to penetrate her. She could feel her penises reaching the walls of Katty’s womb. Within seconds she was knotted to Katty and laughed about it.

Suzie : “You won’t be able to budge, so don’t bother. We’re knotted together until I cum. And with the way I cum, you will be having a little bun in your oven, or perhaps an entire litter of dog futa. I am after all half canine and half human after all. And when I say a litter, I mean your going to be in the medical office for an entire week!”

	Suzie laughed as she continued to pound into her teacher with everything she had. She was swollen and she was about to pop anytime now. As she continued to drive her penises as far as she could, the teacher was screaming painfully.

	At first the teacher tried using force by beating at some of the penises on Suzie. But that only seemed to drive her forward and continue her fucking with the teacher. Taking one of the teachers nipples into her mouth, she began to suck furiously on the nipple, feeling milk leave the confines of Katty’s breast. Katty began to become hot with passion and begun to wrap her legs around Suzie to force her completely into her. Taking one of her other cocks in a mouth. She began to suck on it while Suzie was approaching climax. Feeling the knot slowly approach, she began to bit down on the knot. Suzie began to cry in pain as Katty refused to let go.

Katty : “Since your going to impregnate me, I’m going to make you WORK FOR IT!”

	She exclaimed as she continued to keep her teeth locked into the knot. Soon the muscle became too hard and tough and they were lodged together. With a groan, Suzie began to cum into her, filling her with semen from both ends. Milk began to gush out of Katty as she began to gulp down every drop of cum from the cock lodged into her mouth. She didn’t worry because she was a good deep throat and she knew those skills would save her life one day. An hour later the cocks were flaccid on Suzie and she was gone by the time Katty woke up.

Chapter 4 : Futanari Research

	Seven months pass, and Katty and Tandy were pretty large. Katty had the swollen belly of three times the size of a nine month pregnant women. Tandy looked like an ordinary woman in her seventh month. The two futa were at the futanari research lab in the underwater facility getting looked at. Katty was expecting an entire litter of canine futa, the doctors informed her that she was carrying seven inside of her. Ironically, it seemed that any of the excess weight she had gained during the pregnancy went straight to her breasts. She had to be milked each day by a milking machine because of this.

	Tandy was as normal as a pregnant futa could get, in fact she had to be contained in a hardonium constructed cell. Hardonium for those who don’t know, is an valorian alloy that absorbs semen and makes itself even harder and stronger then what it was before. It obtained its name because futa constructed hardonium condoms out of it which eventually earned the name ‘hard-on condoms’. Hardonium while it reinforces itself, it is very flexible and has the flexibility of normal cloth. Hardonium constructed objects always require something to anchor them down so it can’t easily be lifted off. It can also be reshaped with ease, hence why some of the structure of the underwater facility is in fact constructed out of hardonium.

	Hardonium can also be hardened with an electric charge, also one of the other reasons why it’s called ‘hardonium’ and its always warm to the touch. The alloy is transparent like glass but is nowhere near as destructible. Upon its creation, hardonium has the defensive strength of titanium. However it is only used in extreme circumstances. Know the people that are sent to the Valorians that I told you about? Their used to pay for such materials and technology from the Valorian civilization. When the electric charge is removed from hardonium, it becomes soft and cloth like again. Among the technologies that were given to us originally, one was known as the universal battery. It produces limitless amounts of any kind of energy, and several terawatts worth at the same time.

	So imagine a battery pack that can sustain a charge indefinitely and is also non-polluting. The Valorian’s of course have been to our planet before, they are what people referred to as ‘the grays” that are in such mythical stories such as the Roswell story and in games such as Deus Ex. They are actually quite peaceful and not only are into science, but they are said to be the Don Juans of romantics. This is a reason why they accepted futa migration to their planet. Its also because on their home planet if you break a law, your experimented on to further the cause of science.
	Valorian’s are also inherently far stronger then even the standard world wrestler. In some interviews, they have quoted that they could lift one hundred times what our strongest could even attempt. Their planet is actually an entire galaxy compressed into one planet. I don’t mean the space or stars between, I mean the actual planets. If you combined every planet in one galaxy, you’d get Valor, the Valorian home world. Their planet is said by futa’s who are often calling their families to be the most pollution free and liberating planet they have ever seen. On Valor such distractions such as the internet were abolished long ago and porn isn’t even thought of because they look into intelligence and rarely ever make love. But when they do, they make quite a mess.

	Which is I guess why they don’t make relations very much and why they accepted the futa who didn’t want to move to the academy. These days hybrid valorian/human futanari are seem and these are the ones that advance in any field of research they wish to participate in. Even a small lake on Valor that that would be the size of the united states Lake Eerie contains trillions of gallons of water. So even their water is so far compressed that nobody would dehydrate and the land is always fertile. They apparently take their environmental protection policies seriously because the last human polluter that got caught only said ‘’argh’ and was never heard from again.

	Through their advanced research, they discovered that futanari produce a hormone that breaks down their judgment, morals, character, and genuine self respect for the good of procreation. Of course not all futanari are susceptible to this hormone. However when one is exposed to it and falls victim, they always think with their penis first and their vagina second. This hormone was inevitably deemed the ‘Futa Hormone‘. The hormone is excreted through their breasts and it often has the effect of an aphrodisiac. The futa hormone also acts as a strong substitute for adrenaline. In fact, some have said that the futa hormone is ten fold stronger then ordinary adrenaline.

	Some futa have been known to produce such large quantities of this hormone, that they are confined in a hardonium cell. During futa pregnancies, what makes pregnant futanari such a threat is that without any fault of their own, excrete the hormone in vast amounts. Such vast amounts that it affects far more of their mind then what it normally does. If a large enough dose is introduced into your system, you could very well become very violent if your not careful. So, whenever orientation is given to the students. Their actions are monitored by the Head Mistress and the most hung futa in the academy, Jean as she prefers to be called. 

	Jean Ere McGowen is the Head Mistress of the Futanari Academy’s school branch. Unlike normal schools, Futa Academy houses university and school level education. She has red hair, emerald colored eyes and an above average athletic figure. She stands at 6’10’ with three pairs of watermelon-sized breasts and four forty eight inch long penises, each with a thickness of four inches in diameter. Bellow them is her vagina and bellow her vagina is a scrotum containing sixteen pairs of cantaloupe-sized testicles, four testicles per penis.

	Jean just preferred to be called Jean because she hated formalities and she preferred to do her job. She always knew from watching the orientation footage, which probably produced the most amount of the futa hormone. She then took actions to prescribe the ones that produce dangerous amounts medication which slowed down the production and burned off some of the excess amount of the hormone. She also looks into the safety of the expecting futanari teachers personally as well. Sometimes to help them relieve them of the hardness of their cocks to make them soft and flaccid again so they can continue painlessly as much as possible. Other times to help deliver babies with expecting futanari mothers who suddenly go into labor.

	Jean was the kind of person who didn’t run on futa hormones, she took the medication for it. She just wanted to be there for her staff and students at all times. Whenever someone was in aching pain, she’d help them. Whenever someone needed a guide, she’d help them. It doesn’t matter it is, she would be there whenever she was needed. That’s probably why they keep her there, even today. You see, Jean has a special genetic condition that seems to bestow an incredible regeneration rate. Her appearance, and even her organs always stay intact. Some think this is because of an experiment that was performed on her by the Valorians when she was eight.

	Those days, she had a serious liver and kidney impairment disease that nobody could find a name for. Some think it was because of the tremendous amount of luggage she was packing. However, the Valorians cured her and even given her a growth spurt that seemed to allow her to make room for what she was carrying. She lactated and she chest size she normally had was her normal size, so whenever she was full of milk. It was so much weight to bear for her, that the moment she took off her cock ring. She’d fall to the ground painfully and could incur injury to herself. What’s worse is that her milk regeneration rate was practically doubled when she entered puberty.

	Jean had finished looking over Katty and approached her.
Jean : “I see your carrying quite a load on you.”

	Katty smiled softly, nodding.

Katty : “I know what you mean, they all kick at the same time too. It gets very frustrating sometimes. I’m just glad I’m on leave right now, I don’t think even if it were possible, I could get impregnated again.”

	Jean nodded sitting down on the edge of the seat softly. Her testacies swung like pen alums, back and forth.

Jean : “There are students who can actually get pregnant several times in row. I know a futa who is known to always be fertile and produce up to twenty pregnancies in one day. It’s a good thing she’s elastic and her figure can fit her pregnancies. So, what will you do about Suzie?”

	Katty thought a moment and had an idea.

Katty : “We have centauress futanari here right?”

	Jean nodded, smiling.

Jean : “Yeah, I think I know what your getting at.”

	The two talked about their plan well, and Jean brought up the profile on the centauress futa known as Jane Zentaura. Katty looked over the profile and nodded.

Katty ; “She’ll do very well…”

Chapter 5 : Futanari Romance, taurs and the really hung who loved!

	When futanari get even with someone, it usually ends up with someone getting impregnated or with them with a new appendage. I am going to discuss the former. Katty wanted revenge on Suzie for what she did to her, not that she cared about losing the babies within her. She just wanted Suzie to pay for violating her when she was teaching. She hated ending up with a pregnancy when she was teaching students. Someone knocked on the door and Jean answered, letting the centauress in.

	Jane stepped in and double-nodded to you in greeting.
Jane : "Good morning, Miss Jean".

	Saying this, her right head licked her left head's check, ignoring you.  Jane was a special kind of taur - she was doubled. She had two twin heads with long red hairs, pretty face, blue eyes and dark equine ears peeking out of her head. However she had only single torso with two triplets of breasts, each breast capped with cock instead of nipples. When they were not erect they could be hidden in her breasts. She also had four arms. Under her waist she had a body of adult horse. Chestnut fur, the same dark-red mane and tails. She had two tails and three tight pussies under them. Next to pussies were her big swollen sac, that looked like an cow udder with working teat-cocks. In front of said sack started her twin sheathes, each housing pair of 40" long horse cocks. Between front hooves she had pussy, sac and long humanlike sheath less cocks too. Two of them. And finally, on her equine chest two pairs of human-like boobs, covered with fur was swaying.

Jean kneeled down softly, holding one of the cocks in her left hand and gently squeezing it. She looked over Jane well and smiled.

Jean : "We have a task for you, are you interested?"

	Two pairs of eyes looked at you.

Jane : "You know, I'm always up for tasks!"

	Jean got up and smirked slyly.

Jean : "I know, which is why Miss Katty thought of you for this special task. Did you hear about her pregnancy? She's going to have seven half canine futas, against her own will I might add."

	She said as she looked at the udder sac, licking her lips.

Jean : "Do you mind if I...."

	Jane giggles.

Jane : "I heard from girls about that. I hope the babies will be fine. I also heard about Tandy".

	She noticed Jean’s gesture and waved her rear.

Jane :  "My udder? Sure!"

	Jean smiled.

Jean : "Tandy will be alright, I'd rather have her contained then impregnate the entire school block anyway. I also personally go in to help take care of her myself sometimes."

	She said laying down on the floor, reaching for a teat cock. Her mouth had begun to suck on it, using her tongue to massage it. Jane had felt tense whenever someone sucked on her teat-cocks. Knowing this from seeing Jane ‘perform’ in class on occasion, she took advantage of this. Jane looked down, her mouth gaped open in shock.

Jane : "You teaser! Don…don…. Oh that’s the spot.»

	Jane said as she could feel herself tensing up. Seeing one of the larger cocks harden up, Jean decided to take the initiative and stop momentarily to switch places. She spread her legs, revealing her large testicles, spreading them a bit to reveal her vagina, she began to mount Jane’s hard, throbbing cocks, all four of them at the same time.

Jean : "I am going to try to take all of your lower half in at once, the two pairs of cocks anyway. I decided to have your child, and I know you can impregnate me! I also want you to be the one for me from now on! Will you do it? Will you be my lover forever and until time ends?"

	Jane blushed, gasping as she could feel her entering Jean's lower regions. Jane wasn't sure what to think, but decided to because she had always had a crush on Jean and those wonderful four cocks she was known to thoroughly use. Jane had laid down to make some room for the motion that was about to occur.

Jane : "You know if you have my baby, you will most likely give birth to a centaur, and a hung one at that?"

	Jean continued to have sex with Jane nodding between thrusts. Jean could feel herself get closer and closer. Reaching for her toys box, she took out a cup-like object. Four of them in fact and placed each one on her hardened and fully swollen penises. The cups melted slightly, sealing her penis and tightening around it. Urging Jane to masturbate her, Jane nodded and grabbed all four of her penises and began to masturbate the headmaster.

Jane : "Oh, common... I'm I’m... cumin now!"

	Jane said, feeling her sheathed cocks cum into Jean. While she was cumin she would work on the head mistress. She knew she would only stop cumin after thirty minutes passed. Jean was relaxed at the moment, and was kicking up into the air with ease wave of semen that invaded her womb. No mistake about it, she would be pregnant by the end of this session with Jane. Jane thought a moment.

Jane : "I want you to impregnate me next, with all four of your cocks, one per pussy. I want everyone to know we share something common."

	Jean nodded, and with each minute passing her penises would swell up just a little bit more. She awaited for the waves of semen to stop. As an hour passed, she finally was able to signal Jane to position herself. Doing so, the centaur positioned the three of her equine pussies to be ready for three of her cocks. Gently landing onto the three enormous cocks. She began to push herself down into them, not caring the least for pain, she continued by grabbing Jean's hands and pulling herself in. Finally with a great thrust, she could hear a sloshing sound from Jean's cum belly. Jane grabbed four breasts with each of her hands, holding tight as Jean continued to thrust into her.

Jean : “Luckily for me… there’s… more of me to thrust into you.”

	She said as she continued on thrusting into Jane. She could feel herself approaching climax. Her penises swelled up for a second, as the sealing she had placed on them before had dissolved, she began to cum like a fountain into Jane while screaming with pleasure. A bit beat, but one of her cocks still hard, Jean laid there resting. Jane, being the ambitious centauress she was, took matters into her own hands. Jean didn’t care what Jane could do to her right now as she was very tired. Jane had one final hole to fill and she was going to get it filled, no matter what. She lowered her human half into the massive shaft of Jean, thrusting into Jean, she enveloped all of Jean’s still hardened member. Continuing her previous exercise from before, she was approaching the final moments till Jean was going to cum. Jean marveled at how tight Jane was and this attracted her even more to this centauress beauty.

	With a final thrust, Jean was starting to cum into Jane, ignoring her partner she continued to hump the fourth cock until it was dry. After a few minutes she had done so, and she was terribly drained. She looked like her stomachs were enormous. Jean looked down at the udder and decided to get a little snack while her lover was resting. She took her tongue and began to suckle the teat, feeling a trickle of milk flow freely she was very amazed.

Jean : “That part can lactate? I thought it was your scrotum.”

	She said after stopping for a moment, then continuing. Jane loved it, her udder sac always felt super sensitive. In fact she enjoyed it when people did that for her quite often. But there was something about the way Jean was doing it that turned her on so much more then usual. Usually she was very very heavy down there because of the constant amount of milk she produced.

Jane : “It’s a combination of both, it has the properties of both breast milk and semen. Although depending on my general mood, the two can be produced separately, however only one will be excreted from my udder sac. But most of the time, its what I call cock milk. A milk that can procreate and that is very good for you. I often go to the dairy section of the above ground complex to sell my milk to farmers. They say its very special and usually pay me quite a bit for even a small jar full of it. But I do it to be relieved and speaking of, I’m in drastic care to be milked today.”

	Jane said smiling, and relaxing as Jean did the work for her. She could feel her udder sac completely empty. Afterwards, Jean made her way to the one of the normal breasts on Jane’s equine chest. Squeezing it a bit, she began to feel milk trickle out. Nodding, she placed her mouth around it and began to milk that tit dry next.

	By the end of their ‘session’, both futa were well rested and relaxed but sore. Katty with a cum belly still, got up with ease. The cock ring on each of her cocks made getting up when she was weighed down terribly easy and less challenging. Jane finally got up as well and stood on her legs. Jean coughed, and gave Jane a picture of her target.

Jean : “I want you to impregnate her, or at least step on her cocks enough to get the message through. I have GOT to do something about these rapings if it kills me! So I think an example will work wonders around here.”

Jane nodded, with a smile on her face, looking at Jean she began to think as she masturbated her human cocks with two of her hands. The best part about a taur like Jane was the ability to masturbate standing without too many problems coming to you. Jane began explaining her idea to Jean.

Jane : “I have some centauress friends who would be happy to do this for us. They are very just in what they do, and never rape. They hate it and think there is no excuse for it.”

	Jean nodded, listening to her plan.

Jean : “Whatever you wish love, do what you want to and be careful. Come to me when you get done with her and we can have some real fun.”

	Jane left the office with a smirk and a trail of semen on her way out of the office, leading to where she was going. She had the habit of masturbating while she was walking. It was such an odd habit because a lot of people, even taurs, would have trouble doing this. Jane finally entered the elevator and pressed a button to the first dorm floor. After arriving she arrived at the centauress wing entrance and opened the door.

	One taur which was taller then her with bowling ball sized breasts on her human half and three equine cocks on her equine half, right where Jane’s was located at. She had nine testacies in one sac, and it was obvious too. Each testicles was the size of an orange. Her equine penises were ordinary equine penises. Her name was Crenda and she nodded to Jane. Other then that, she had the same fur only with large white spots all over her fur and emerald green hair with blue eyes to boot.

Crenda : “How goes it sister?”

	Jane shrugged and then patted her tummy a little and as both heads spoke “I’m pregnant, I’m expecting four wombs full of children and I met my match. She’s equally, if not more hung then I am and she’s a nice person to boot, meaning she will never rape me.”

	Crenda approached her sister and looked down to see her human penises and giggled a bit while pointing at them.

Crenda : “I see you’ve been masturbating while walking, you need to be careful about that so you don’t run into a tree. Trust me, unlike us you are more exposed and have more to injure. So, what can I do for you sis?”

Jane : “I want you and our other sisters to impregnate that bitch Suzie for what she did to Miss Katty.”

	Crenda was mighty pissed now, she ‘liked’ Katty a lot and wanted to make steamy love to her. She knew exactly what Jane was talking about and gave a serious nod.

Crenda : “I’ll step on her cocks that’s what I’ll do!”

	The two taurs discussed the plan and the process about going to recruit other taurs. Surprisingly enough, the most popular futa among the taur nation of the academy was Katty and Jean. It was because they knew what they were doing and they treated their students with respect. Even though Katty wasn’t very good at keeping the futa at bay at orientation, she at least tried to help the pregnant futa that got impregnated from that class out. They decided to go to sleep and exact their plan the very next day.


Chapter 6 : Revenge, futanari style planning and plotting!

	Jane and Crenda had headed towards where their sisters were ‘playing’ around with the sex slaves. Voluntary victims were futa that signed up to be treated like sex slaves for money. It was kind of how they made their money, and their jobs only lasted as long as a normal job would, eight to ten hours roughly. Sometimes it would be twenty if they were pulling an all-nighter. You see, paid futa slaves are treated a lot better in futa academy then in those over exaggerated stories you read about. A futa sex slave is paid in the six figure income, so they are usually very wealthy. However it is common courtesy in the business not to brag about their wealth, so they dress the part as is their job.

	Jane approached a futa that was three times her equine height, her human body was normal in size. Her human half had silvery long hair in a ponytail that was past her shoulder blades, she also had green eyes and a beautiful smile you could stare at for hours on end. Her human half also had a pair of udder breasts instead of normal human breasts, and a sheath below her human waist that had four equine-like human penises, each having the length of fourty two inches with a sac that had a number of forty testicles, each being the size of a grapefruit. Her equine half was actually a zebra body with a pair of sheaths, each sheath having two pairs of equine penises at fourty five inches each. Behind her equine sheaths she had an udder-sac that was five times the size of Jane’s udder sac. Her name was Brenda and she was Jane’s ‘big’ sister.

	Brenda looked at Jane and then at Crenda and smiled, as she stared at Jane masturbating while she was walking again. Crenda stared at her and sighed loudly. Turning to Jane, she looked annoyed.

Crenda : “Do you HAVE to do that every time? I mean it gets old you know…”

	Jane giggled, looking at Brenda who was preparing her human-like penises. Jane shrugged and approached Brenda’s member. Stroking it, she liked to look at the penis and stroke it. Brenda backed up a bit.

Brenda : “You play dirty! I’m gonna fuck your penis today and your going to like it you dirty little…”

	Brenda’s front legs leaped into the air, revealing her enormous penises, penises that would make most futa very afraid if they were rational at this point, and right now rational was different for Jane. She loved em big, and that is what oddly enough attracted her to Jean. She licked her lips and began to run away from her big sister. As Jean ran, her penises bounced up and down and in the commotion, she tripped over her own cocks. She would’ve worried about the babies inside of her, but she knew about Jean’s regenerative prowess and that the babies inside of her will be okay.

	Rumor has it that when someone is impregnated by someone with regeneration abilities, that trait passes to the offspring and during the development phases of the baby, their regeneration rate is designed solely to keep the baby intact. After the baby is ready to be born, the gene evolves only slightly to allow the kind of regeneration that Jean currently possesses.

	Jane readied her equine cocks, and steadied herself on the floor to allow Brenda to enter her meaty rods. Brenda positioned herself as she attempted to position her penises for the entry. As one of the sex slaves entered in, she bowed humbly to each of them.

Sarah : “Allow me to help mistresses.”

	Sarah was 5’10’, with red hair and red Valorian eyes. Throughout her body she had black tiny spots all over her skin from her head all the down to her buttocks and even covering her bits. Her body was average and on her back she had twenty thick and veiny tentacles with a penile head at the end of each tentacle. Her crotch had a twenty four inch sized penis with the thickness of an equine’s. Her breasts were the size of basketballs and so was her sac. Unlike a lot of futa, tentacled futa was known to be incredible in the department of strength. It is said they are so strong that they could bench-press a minivan.

	She focused, closing her eyes and guiding two of her tentacles two both sisters. The thing about having tentacles is that they are super sensitive and if you can master using the ones you’ve got, you virtually don’t need eyesight. This is why a lot of tentacle futa usually require a control implant to help them manipulate their many appended with a mere thought. But Sarah wasn’t like that, she took the years to master using them and after five years she succeeded.

	Continuing to focus, she penetrated Brenda and Jane’s members. Each of them screamed with a lust filled pain that only made them harder. Sarah continued, and placed a hand on her penis and began to massage it. As she continued doing this, her tentacles, all of them began to swell up. She could feel the motion going on between her tentacles and the penises she had infiltrated heavily. She was so close to the end of their penises that she had to stop, any further penetration could very well damage those she was servicing at the moment. Jane was continuing, her legs were bucking on occasion and her sister wasn’t any better. The pain began to overwhelm her, causing her to cum with each of her penises. Sarah felt herself approaching climax, the flood of semen pushing through into her penis, this is what turned her on.

	As the	group merged in the flood of seed, the three calmed down a bit and Jane got to business by explaining the rumor.

Brenda : “I know about that, Suzie was bragging about it. But I don’t think an impregnation is going to be enough just yet. I know one of the valorian-human futa’s that got transferred this chapter of Futa Academy and they specialize in genetic reassignment. She has the ability to alter what her seed can do to people by creating vaccines for herself. We’ll impregnate her and then transform her into something that can constantly give birth. This transformation will remove the ability to transform pain to pleasure too. I should know, I’ve seen it used on someone who violated one of the polluting laws in the academy. The valorian’s caught her and that was five years ago. I still hear from her and she poor dear still gives birth every weak. Her production cycle for her offspring was accelerated apparently.”

	This scared Jane just a little, someone who could do that to someone was someone to be feared enough not to break any of their rules. Sarah’s skin shimmered for an instant, Jane rubbed her eyes to see if she wasn’t imagining things. Brenda had explained that Sarah was one of the half valorians. And Sarah nodded and introduced herself.

Sarah : “My name is Sarah Jinsei of Valor, my mother was a futanari and my father was a valorian genetics engineer. I’m the one Brenda was talking about and I’ve only been known to do it on those who deserved it. I can control my tentacles with focus and sometimes my seed from my main penis can gush out of my tentacles or both if the occasion demands. Crenda had told us about the rumors and we know how she liked Miss Katty. So, Brenda asked me to come up with something, and I think I have the answer. A self impregnating dragon-humanoid that lays its eggs through its penis. The eggs are born with spines all around them, so I’ve taken the opportunity to give the formula a boost in regenerative abilities, limited of course. She only repairs damage done to her through the labor process. Each egg is very large, so this will be something for the dirty rapist to remember. On Valor we dispise rape, I only play a sex slave because I like to be dominated occasionally.”

	Jane giggled a bit, playing and sucking on one of Sarah’s tentacles with one hand, masturbating Sarah’s penis with another, and masturbating her human penises with the other two. Sarah smirked a bit.

Sarah : “You are incorrigible, is she ‘always’ like this Brenda?”

	Brenda smirked and laughed a bit, nodding.

Brenda : “She’s worse at times, and her breasts look like they increased by three cups. She either had a breast increase or she got pregnant.”

	Sarah looked down and was shocked, Sarah interrupted.

Sarah : “Your carrying Jean Ere McGowen’s children right?”

	Jane nodded, and Sarah understood completely and begun to explain everything to the three human futanari.

Sarah : “Jean’s regenerative prowess can be contracted by anyone who impregnated her or got impregnated by her. It’s to help the healing process of the babies within you in the case that she got you pregnant. This healing ability also shows early signs that you are pregnant, you produce more milk then usual and your breasts increase. It’s all complicated and I’m not sure the extent of her abilities, but I know from my father she did indeed get the treatment. Now for the revenge, I’m going to give you special cock rings that will alter your DNA indefinetly as long as you keep them on. But you can take them off to remove the effect. I suggest you remember to do so, or else the next time you have fun with someone. Then they will become very sorry people, and you could get in trouble.”

	One of her tentacles brought a group of three blue and red pulsating rings, as each of the taurs put it around their penises, it locked into place with the green cock ring that all futa students wear. The two synchronized for a moment and they both turned white and then pulsated blue.

Sarah : “That’s perfectly normal, the cock rings you normally wear contains detailed genetic information on you. The new rings needs this information so that it may reconfigure your penises more easily.” 

Chapter 7 : Revenge and Rebirth

	Suzie woke up bright and early the next morning, however she couldn’t move no matter what she tried. A voice was heard from the next room, as the owner of that voice galloped happily from the shadowy cloak that was covering the next room. The voice belonged to Jane and she could see Suzie clearly, the futa was chained by each of her cocks, and each chain was bound to the wall.

Jane : “Won’t work honey, those chains are made of hardonium and the walls are lined with the stuff. The case for the battery is also made of hardonium, so by cumin you won’t be able to break free. In fact as you cum, the properties of the alloy only get stronger. Or did you forget that? I should know, I wrote an entire paper about the material…”’

	Jane was among things, a straight A student and she was the favorite of the annual grant election community for the university. Unlike in school society in the early twenty first century, in the school in Futa Academy, its not a matter of coolness. It’s strictly a matter of how hung you are. Of course those who couldn’t make the grade in the average school fields of study could take classes to become a sex slave. Unlike in everywhere else in the world, you can ‘never’ have enough paid sex slaves. In fact, the more sex slaves the better. Sarah was a different occasion. Generally all half-valorian breeds while getting incredible strength have the brains for it too. Sometimes, a half-breed is known to have higher strength then their valorian parent, this doesn’t apply to only strength but also the mental prowess that they possess. How this occurs is still a mystery, even by valorian standards.

	Suzie continued to struggle, and stared at Jane for a minute. Sneering at her with utter hatred and jealousy. Jane knew this piece of information too, by today’s futa school standards, Jane was more popular because she almost had the most gigantic member among the school community. Suzie was smaller then Jane by all standards except breasts, but those aren’t such a matter to anyone in the school. A futa can have grapefruit breasts and have a forty five inch penis and compared to someone with basketball sized breasts and a twelve inch penis, the one with the forty five incher will always be more popular.

Suzie : “What do you want you stuck-up bitch?”

Jane : “I’m not stuck-up, I just dislike futa who think they can get away with raping and impregnating someone who doesn’t even deserve it. Your going to pay for violating Miss Katty. Me and my ‘big’ sister are going to teach you a valuable lesson, one you will continue to learn each week for the rest of your life and if I’m not mistaken you’re the half-dog futa, so that makes you a bitch.”

	Jane smirked as she pointed to the shadowy opened door room Jane came from. Brenda trotted out of the room with a big grin on her face. Crenda followed her lead. Both of them began to cackle with laughter. Suzie had only heard of rumors regarding the sheer size of Jane’s family and she was suddenly frightened. A look of terror that can only come when you’ve found out that you are going to be audited by the IRS, the kind of look you really ‘never’ want to have. Suzie tried to speak, but a word couldn’t leave her mouth. Jane nodded looking at the frightened futa. Suzie was more concerned about the rumors she had heard about how the Zentaura family and how they tend to treat people sometimes. What usually happened to those they ‘took care of’ all had developed a natural fear to sex and as such, when a futa is afraid of sex in Futa Academy, they virtually become ostracized.

Jane ; “No doubt you’ve heard the rumors that my ‘big’ sister is probably second biggest to the head mistress. You probably heard the rumors of how rough we tend to get with trouble makers. The ‘big’ one is Brenda and the one with lesser features is Crenda. No offense Crenda of course.”

Crenda : “No offense taken ‘big’ sister. It’s the sisterly thing to do to allow you the fun of giving her the surprise Sarah planned for her.”

Suzie : “Oh no, the half-breed valorian?!”

	As if Suzie was introducing Sarah, Sarah came out of the shadowy room and her tentacles were waving in various directions. Sarah looked at Suzie and approached her. She unhooked one of the cocks from the chain and grabbed it, and then began to squeeze hard. The pain had made Suzie scream with such a kind of painful scream that it made someone who passed by the rooms know they were ‘glad’ they were not in the position that Suzie was in. By the time the plan was plotted, futanari all over the school heard about it. It is customary to announce to everyone else but the intended victim about the punishment.

	Everyone who hears about the punishment is sworn not to tell the intended victim or else they would share their fate. This kind of punishment wasn’t the normal “Punish me I’ve been a bad futa” type, but the “I’m glad I haven’t done anything that wrong yet.” While the fact that futa’s produce the futa hormone, it doesn’t entirely excuse them. It only drives them to have sex, and in a free sex zone such as Futa Academy, rape simply isn’t necessary. While it is true that some people have to be contained, the punishment is ignored when they are victim of their own hormone production. Suzie as Jean found out, was not the victim as she could’ve attacked Katty anytime soon. Also a productive research on Suzie made Jean aware that her hormone production level was normal.

Sarah : “That’s right, your going to suffer the punishment good and hard, and not in a fun way. Your crime is not going to be ignored, and we don’t care if you are new to the school system. You know the rules are academy-wide. You know that intended rape is frowned upon.”

	A hardonium cage was revealed as it was wheeled into the light from the other room. Inside the cage was a naga futa with one major difference in the tail region. It was actually a gigantic cock with equine cock-tentacles all over the tail region. She had three milk-filled breasts and navy blue hair with silver eyes and then Suzie knew who it could be. Sarah nodded as she saw the fear in Suzie develop further and further until she was shaking in her chains.

Sarah : “That’s right, it’s Mandy. We got her the night you were brought here in your sleep. She only has one thing on her mind and that is to attack our intended subjects. She has no other thought in her body because her mind was reduced to basic instincts. She can’t even talk now, but you won’t get that punishment. What you’re going to get is a lot more horrifying to you. Your going to be able to know that what you go through each week is very painful and you will never get used to it or be able to enjoy it. Every time you get used to it, you will wonder if it will ever end and you will never want to have sex with anyone.”

	Sarah pointed to Jane’s new cock ring and then to the others new cock rings. She let go of the cock, it was terribly sore and worn out to the point where she couldn’t even make it hard for quite some time.

Sarah : “These are the rings that will allow their semen to change you. I think its common courtesy that you know this so you can fear the whole process. As you climax, you will begin to change and those hardonium chains will get stronger and stronger until they can hold the new you.”

	Suzie begged and she pleaded, but no kind of begging would change Jane’s mind and not to mention, she didn’t like to disappoint her sisters or the trillions of people probably watching this event live on the Futa Academy live porn site. Jane shook her head in refusal, Jane turned to Brenda.

Jane : “Let’s begin sisters.”

	Brenda nodded, picking up Suzie by her arms to only bind her for the moment. Jane picked up one of the soft hardonium ropes that were laying on the floor, and tied up Suzie’s legs. She then got another hardonium rope, and tied Suzie’s hands behind her her. With a nod, Brenda put the ropes on the metal hook that was hanging from the ceiling. Sarah with a press of a button, released the hardonium chains from Suzie’s penises and looked at Mandy.

Sarah : “I’m going to play with my new toy, go have some fun. The spinier your cocks become, and they will. The sooner she is going to transform and then look out, the transformation be very painful to her.”

	Sarah left the room, and headed towards one of the schools science labs to conduct some research. The cage was wheeled behind her, as if it was wheeling towards her of its own free will. Jane stroked her penises some more, and then took out a remove and pressed a button. On their penises, Suzie could see strap on vibrating bands.

Jane : “Oh, these? Sarah said these would be easier to make us hard down there since that’s how were going to nail you. I just like to stroke my front penises, that’s all.”

	Brenda moaned a bit, and could feel herself hardening to life.

Brenda : “Oh yes, I ‘love’ to use my equine penises from my equine half. I feel if I don’t I’m depriving them.”

Jane : “Oh please, you don’t have any trouble. In fact, every time you see anyone with a cock, vagina and a pair of breasts those things spring to life instantly and THEN they cum. You’re the easiest to force to cum that I have ever seen. You don’t even enjoy teasing them sometimes.”

Brenda : “Oh hush, that’s not a li….”

	As Jane was correct, Brenda’s cocks came to life and started to harden up instantly, cum was slowly beginning to dribble out of each of the penises. The other sisters sighed and Crenda pointed to a penis and laughed.

Crenda : “You really did do your math Jane, she’s going to cum like a water hose in a few sconds. So legs get her positioned. I think Sarah said something about increasing our semen production by one thousand percent. She said one of us should violate Suzie at a time, and the others should leave the room so we all don’t get transformed.”

	Jane nodded, and on cue the two quickly left the room. Each sister attempting to avoid the trickle of semen. Now it was just Brenda and Suzie alone when the door shut tight. A hum could be heard throughout the room, Brenda was so used to distractions that this was not going to stop her. With her penises as ready to burst as Jane predicted, Brenda pulled Suzie by one of her crotch penises and the hook lowered, thus lowering Suzie to the floor, bound still. She kneeled down and rubbed her frontal penises all over Suzie’s body. Suzie was trying to scream and shout, but nobody would answer her. She untied her legs and spread em wide, using her legs to keep em separated and open.

Brenda : “I suggest you hang on, cause this is really going to HURT!”

	Brenda had begun to penetrate Suzie with all of her equine penises, she could feel herself getting lodged into Suzie. As she tried to cum, she couldn’t and it was like she had a ton of blockage. This is what the futa doctors called ‘living condom’, this is a situation where one big futa would become so far lodged into another futa that she couldn’t cum and the one at the other end could feel the pressure building up. Normally in a situation like this, the futa lodged in is so hung that releasing the lock between the two would kill the one that the futa was screwing senseless. They would usually explode into bits of bone, flesh and blood that it was risky even attempting to release them.

Brenda : “Uh oh… Wait a second…”

	She said as she got up, Suzie was like a living cock almost with the way she was fixed onto Brenda at the moment. She attempted to kick the udder sac with negative results. In fact the intended pain only suited to make Brenda harder and thicker. This finally managed to dislodge them enough that Brenda could forcibly violate Suzie again, and she did so. She pumped in and out of Suzie, her human-crotch attached testicles swinging back and forth, as did the udder sac with ease thrust. Brenda continued to masturbate, coming closer she could feel her penises changing. The ones in Suzie began to feel differently. Suzie felt like she was going to throw up. Her stomach began to swell, her breasts doubled in size and she began to feel scaly. Slowly her penises began to sink into her skin, except for one crotch mounted penis which began to grow bigger. At first its length was doubled, and then as Brenda continued to thrust into Suzie, she was close. Her semen was quickly reaching her womb as a fetus began to slowly grow into the belly of Suzie. The stress of her body accelerating a nine month pregnancy in a matter of minutes is not something that is not meant for anyone. However, Sarah ensured that she would make it through the process no matter what.

	Suzie began to grow in muscle mass, her body beginning to get new muscles and appendages. Especially a draconic tail cock that suddenly burst from her ass region. Brenda began to scream with each thrust, she was starting to increase how rough she was thrusting into Suzie too. Suzie continued to scream aloud, she tried to get free but all she managed to do is swing her arms around violently. With each hard thrust, their breasts heavily bounced in synch and Brenda could feel herself quicker and quicker to that goal. Aiming her penises to the face of the transforming Suzie, she began to spray cum all over her. Coating her with a thick white coating of semen. Brenda with a grunt began to finally cum into Suzie. Suzie was laying there, her penis began to tripple in length and she could feel a searing pain.

	The punishment was complete and a new dragon egg was born, a developing futa inside of the egg. Time passed by and the expecting mothers of this whole event gave birth to their new children. Jane gave birth to four double headed, six arm futa centauress baby twins. Each of them had different coats of fur and other varying features. Jean gave birth to a centauress with two heads and only one set of arms. Tandy gave birth to a baby futa with double the features, heads, limbs and all of what she had. When puberty arrived for that girl, she was the most hung futa in her generation for a non-centauress humanoid. And finally, Katty gave birth to an entire litter of seven wolf taur futa girls. Even though the events started out as unfortunate, the ending was pretty good at best. 

	Jane and Jean continued to have offspring and populated the futa academy with futa centauresses so much that a futa centauress colony had to be established on a recently established terraformed colony on Earth's moon courtesy of the Valorians. The two manage the colony now and established the name ‘Tauras I’ for the colony.

	Katty and Crenda got together too and also populated the centauress species. They migrated to the Mars colony ‘Tauras II’. Crenda leads the colony and Katty is head of the department of education. That is the colony where all taurs eventually established a home too and it became a central capitol of the rising nation of taurs. With Mars becoming the central hub of all tauroid races, the centauress’ migrated to it to unite with others in their species. And as science discovered, all tauroid’s have a unique gene that no other species even has. Eventually Katty and Crendy gave birth to the first male and the first female twin centauress’. Eventually, Mars became a home to all tauroid genders alike and become a national haven for rape victims.

	Brenda eventually impregnated herself by accident, we still don’t understand that happened and she became the mother of a cute baby futa centauress who eventually won the Valorian Quantom Sprocket, which is the equivalent to the Earth’s noble peace prize. Although some of us think it was her trip to Valor Hot Springs which seemed to stuff her up pretty bad. So when she had finally came, some of it must’ve seeped into her fertile womb and bam, she gave birth to Zelda. She forgot that they didn’t use hardonium in a hot spring because of its inherent weakness to hot water. She eventually married a nice futa skunk taur and they gave birth to the cutest kids you could ever see!

	Eventually with all the breeding, Earth Futa Academy became so big and not just from the breeding of Jane and company that they had to expand the Earth and terraform other planets in the universe. The futanari breeding eventually eliminating male and female only genders and soon the futanari dominated as the majority gender. The only races that seem to have males and females anymore are the tauroids. And among them futanari is still the leading gender, there are just more males and females. However because of the futanari gene in every male or female, when a male and a female conceive a child it has an equal chance of being futanari, male, or female.

	You may be asking “where is that sexy Sarah and what of the valorian race?” Well wait no further, Sarah is me and of my people. I became involved with a female valorian and she had a child. Zana as we called her became the leader of our people. We keep Mandy and Suzie as pets and because of Suzie’s breeding, a half-human half-dragon race also populated the galaxy. All of the eggs she gave birth to, painfully, were taken care of by futanari who wanted to adopt but hated giving birth.

	So for now, everything is okay and you may or may not hear of the academy again. But knowing how things turn out around here, you can almost bet something will happen to someone. 

